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The notion of a 'genetic commons' is a broad-based, mnlti-faceted response to
a particular constellation of technological, cultural, economic, political, ethi-
cal, and legal developments of the past three decades. Prompted principally by
advances in biotechnology and the heretofore unprecedented patenting of life
forms, the genetic commons movement seeks to critique and resist the commodi-
fication and commercialization of 'nature' and to establish a cosmological and
political space outside of, and protected from, neo-liberal capitalist processes.

In this article we provide a brief overview of the development of biotech-
nology and the subsequent patenting of genetic material, showing how these
developments are embedded in a neo-liberal globalized economic milieu and
thus raising serious issues of social justice, ecology, and ethics. We examine
some of the contours of this movement—composed of non-governmental orga-
nizations (NGOs), civil society groups, and nations of the South—and their
attempts to restore the genetic commons through a redefinition of state sover-
eignty and international activism.

The Provenance of the 'Biotech Boom'

The expansion of recombinant DNA techniques in the mid-1970s was a signal
development in the field of genomics and, along with new genetic sequencing
technologies, has been largely responsible for the 'biotech boom' of the last
three decades. Biomolecular engineering has allowed scientists to isolate and
scrutinize single genes, thereby making possible the alteration of genetic mate-
rial and its transfer from one organism to another. These particular technolo-
gies, and many subsequent ones, have thus given genes and the 'information'
they express a new mobility within and across species. Genes, it might be said,
are on the move in the new biological era. Not only are they transforming fruits,
vegetables, livestock, and potentially human beings in sundry ways, they are
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also caught up in the swift currents of twenty-first century capitalism, marked
by neo-liberal free-trade accords, which favor large corporations, and an increas-
ing divide between rich and poor, both between and within nations.

Many proponents of biotechnology argue that this technology will benefit all of
humankind, both by making the production of food more efficient and stable and
by providing for better diagnosis and treatment of diseases. Such altruistic claims,
however, can belie the relationship between biotechnological advances and the
field's deep roots in atomic research (Beatty 2000) and its connections to profit-
driven agricultural, medical, and pharmaceutical industries. In 1990, the United
States embarked upon a $3 billion effort to map the human genome with the dual
purposes of establishing an international claim to this first 'map' and of giving
an edge to private US biotech businesses in the burgeoning and competitive 'life
industries'. Over the 1990s, more and more genes and their various components
were isolated, identified, and absorbed into the market as commodities. In the
United States, which has spearheaded the capitalization of genetic research, the
commercialization of genetics has been facilitated through intellectual property
regimes. Currently, there are many different kinds of genetic materials that are
privately owned and protected through patents (including micro-organisms, gene
sequences, cell lines, and genetically modified plants and animals).

Patents grant protections to inventors and prevent others from using their
inventions, starting from the date of issue and extending for a number of years;
in the United States, a patent is usually granted for 20 years. Products found in
nature are not considered to be patentable in the United States, but in 1987 the
US Patent and TYademark Office (USPTO) argued that matter given "a new form,
quality, properties or a combination not present in the original article" is legiti-
mately subject to patent.' As a result, certain processes (especially those related
to production and diagnostics) and products of research (such as enzymes, pro-
teins, cell lines, and genetic sequences) can be patented as inventions.

Prior to 1980, micro-organisms were considered to be outside of patenting
jurisdictions because they were viewed as part of nature. However, this prin-
ciple radically changed in 1980 when the US Supreme Court ruled (by a margin
of five to four) in Diamond vs. Chakrabarty that a bioengineered bacterium
was patentable because it was human-made. Since 1987, over 460 patents have
been issued on animals, including the 1988 US patent granted to the Harvard
Oncomouse, a creature genetically engineered to be susceptible to carcinogens
and used in medical research.^ Additionally, in a landmark decision in 1984, a
patent was granted on a cell line of US businessman John Moore to the doctors
who had removed his cancerous spleen.^

Patents as 'Enclosures'

Developments in biotechnology have ignited some of the most serious and sus-
tained ethical debates of recent decades, encompassing heated discussions about
the nature of life and human freedom (Boyle 2003), the social implications of
cloning and commodification of the body (P. Cunningham 2003; Everett 2003),
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social-justice concerns between nations of the North and South (Safrin 2004),
and the unknown health-related impacts of genetically modified foods. The
patenting of life forms, however, and the extraction of biological resources by
large transnational corporations conducting research in poorer nations (incit-
ing charges of 'biocolonialism') are issues that directly address the growth of
corporate and commercial control over biotechnology and the concentration of
genetic capital in an increasingly smaller number of large private companies.
Corporations clearly dominate the field of biotech patents." Not surprisingly,
this concentration reveals an uneven North-South dynamic: of all the biotech
patents granted worldwide, 90 percent are held by Northern concerns. In addi-
tion, the kinds of patents that are being granted to Northern corporations
(many of which are 'gatekeeper' patents)' will make any future research and
development difficult and expensive for Southern nations, thus ensuring that
although Southern nations may be rich in genetic resources, the biotechnolo-
gies that are developed will be controlled by and profitable for Northern-based
corporations and governments for many years ahead.

There is also considerable pressure for less-developed nations to sign on to
existing patenting laws through global trade agreements. Such accords not only
reinforce the North-South dynamic already in place but also have the potential
to affect adversely poor farmers the most (especially those who save their own
seeds) and jeopardize the populations they feed—approximately 1.4 billion
people or 22 percent of the world's population (Steinbrecher and Mooney 1988:
276). It is also feared that by marginalizing small- to medium-scale farmers,
biotech corporations will dominate the availability of seeds. Because little will
be offered for sale other than patented varieties, farmers will be forced to buy
protected varieties, which in turn will carry prohibitions against breeding ani-
mals and seeds for their own use.

Similar concerns about the effects of genetic enclosures have been raised in
the field of medical therapies and have focused on how trade-related intellectual
properties stratify accessibility to drugs and diagnostic tests. The widespread
use, for example, of generic (therefore less expensive) drugs in less-developed
nations (where 95 percent of all people with HIV/AIDS live) is being contested
by large pharmaceutical firms because such practices undermine company prof-
its. In one controversial case, a Utah-based firm. Myriad Genetics, which holds
a patent on two cancer-susceptibility genes (BRGAl and BRCA2) and exclusive
rights to testing for these genes, requested that the Canadian government route
all of its BRCAl and BRGA2 tests to the company's lab in Salt Lake Gity, Utah, or
to one of its designated licensees. Given that the costs of Myriad's tests are three
times the cost of Canadian tests, questions of access and fairness arise.

Consequently, many critics of biotechnology view intellectual property rights
(IPRs) as a form of encirclement or enclosure that privatizes and subjects the
natural world (presumably belonging to all humans) to private ownership and
control by the wealthy. As a result, opponents to biotech patenting often draw
analogies between the commercialization of genetics and the enclosure laws that
characterized eighteenth-century England when, in helping to create the precursor
conditions for the Industrial Revolution, Parliament consolidated community
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lands into larger holdings and revoked indigent farmers' rights to gleaning,
thereby creating a large group of landless poor who became a source of cheap
labor for the emerging factory system. Particularly vulnerable within this system
of enclosures today are small- to medium-scale farmers and indigenous commu-
nities who not only experience the loss of livelihood but the theft of their tradi-
tional knowledge (sometimes referred to by critics as a practice of 'biopiracy').*

Some critics of genetic patenting also argue that the current structure of IPRs
also generates a form of what has been called 'bioserfdom', particularly for
farmers in Southern nations who become forced into a permanent dependence
on patented seeds (see Herdt 1999; Shiva 2002b). Such a dependence also
subjects farmers to a set of further enclosures, including both the technological
"fences" (Svatos 2000: 849) that are being incorporated into genetically modi-
fied seed production and the gene policing practices adopted by large corpora-
tions. Monsanto, for example, recently developed a 'terminator' seed that is
designed to protect the company from illicit use of its seeds. The company
also includes in many of its contracts a clause that allows company agents to
inspect farmers' fields for company varieties.'

Contours of the 'Genetic Commons' Movement

Many opponents of biogenetic patenting view genetic material as the common
inheritance of humankind, which they themselves do not want to privatize or
see enclosed by others (DeVille 2004) .* Instead, they view the earth's genetic
material as a common inheritance that should be held in trust for a common
future. The enclosure of the 'genetic commons' through neo-liberal patenting
regimens subverts existing notions of the commons because it claims a deeper
stratum, not of land boundaries but of soil components, not of ancestry and
lineage but of genetic material itself.

Incensed that medicinals and crops initially developed in their nations are
now patented by transnational corporations (or the US government, which went
so far as to try to patent a cell line of a Hagahai man from Papua New Guinea)
(see Scharper and Gunningham 1996), genetic commons advocates claim that
such issues raise concems of national self-determination, global justice, and a
sense of a global common good (Svatos 2000). While patent advocates claim that
indigenous groups, peasants, small-scale farmers, fisherfolk, forest dwellers, pas-
toralists, and other traditional communities and governments of nations of the
South who support a genetic commons should 'get with the program' and patent
their genetic material, these groups respond that even if they had the financial
and legal resources to do so, this practice runs counter to their moral position
that such material should be available for the good of all. In this, the question
of the genetic commons becomes not simply a legal or technical issue, but a
philosophical and cosmological concern, bringing into focus just precisely what
is held to be of common value and what is ultimately not for sale. These latter
metaphysical questions are of particular concern for the religious groups engaged
in genetic commons advocacy (Hermeren 2000; Shiva 2002a).'
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Attempts at Recovering the Commons

The genetic commons movement has challenged the neo-liberal enclosures of
genetic material in a variety of ways, including proposed treaties that NGOs
and civil society groups seek to have ratified within their nations of origin. One
of these is the Treaty to Share the Genetic Gommons, launched in February
2002 at the World Social Forum in Porto Alegre, Brazil. Supported by hundreds
of NGOs and over 50 nations, the treaty attempts to establish the gene pool
as a global commons and thus prohibit all patents on plant, micro-organism,
animal, and human life. In addition, the International TVeaty on Plant Genetic
Resources for Food and Agriculture (also knows as the International Seed
TYeaty), which took effect in June 2004 under the auspices of the Food and
Agricultural Organization of the UN (FAO), aims to ensure that the agricultural
biodiversity of crops nurtured by farmers over several millennia is preserved
and that there is fair-benefit sharing from its sustainable use. However, claims
by UK and EU representatives that the treaty allows for the privatization of
certain genetic material have engendered strong criticism from advocates of
the genetic commons.

Such difficulties with UN-sponsored treaties have prompted some advo-
cates, such as Vandana Shiva, to argue that the recovery of the commons also
necessitates the "re-invention of state sovereignty." Shiva (2002a) suggests
redesigning the state to render it accountable to the people, and not mainly
international trading arrangements, and ensuring that the rights of communi-
ties, such as indigenous groups, pastoralists, etc., have as much say as corpo-
rations in determining the fate of the genetic commons within their national
boundaries. Shiva points to the 1996 Panchayats Act in India, which for the
first time in India's history allows a tribe to have community rights over its
own community resources, including genetic resources, countering a colonial
'open-access' judicial arrangement that allowed for the foreign exploitation of
local resources (ibid.). Many in the global genetic commons movement are
pressing for similar legislative initiatives within their own countries and for
similar precedents to be adopted by international treaties.

Concluding Remarks

As the inauguration and proliferation of life form patents suggests, the ques-
tions of biopatenting are deeply related to the entrepreneurial and technologi-
cal culture of the United States. One could argue that it was no accident that
the US was the first to patent a micro-organism in 1980 and extend property
rights to all life forms (including animals) in 1987. It is perhaps not coinciden-
tal that the World TYade Organization, under US prodding and influence, has
advanced laws in other nations with the aim of patenting life. Such a promul-
gation and advancement of biotechnology and biopatenting might be the fruit
of the unique and often unfettered US embrace of technology, as pointed out
by such technology critics as George Grant and Neil Postman. The latter claims
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that the United States is a 'technopoly', whose shibboleth is "if it can be done,
it should be done," and thus places the fewest restrictions on new technologies
of any industrialized nation.

In this way, the biotech advocacy of the US mirrors the modernization
theories of the 1960s, whereby Southern nations were encouraged to adopt a
'modern' approach to economic and social life so that they could 'develop' just
like their Northern prototypes. Biopatenting within the neo-liberal framework,
however, adds a new twist to the modernization discourses. The enclosures
operate in such a manner as to privilege the accumulation of capital as the ulti-
mate barometer of progress. Unlike previous Northern stratagems for Southern
development that claimed a desire to 'raise all boats', the neo-liberal enclosure
agenda almost unabashedly celebrates 'the raising of all yachts'.
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Notes

1. USPTO Commissioner D. J. Quigg, Ex Pane Allen, 7 April 1987, quoted in Svatos (2000: 845).
2. The Oncomouse patent has been recognized in both in Europe and Japan, but in Decem-

ber 2002, the Supreme Court of Canada ruled five to four against the patent by declaring
that mice and other 'higher' animals could not, under Canadian law, be regarded as
'patentable machines', as the DuPont company lawyers had argued.

3. As of 2004, there were 11,4U plant-related patents, of which 6,183 or 54 percent are
of US origin. In the United States, patent protection for plants began in 1930 with the
Plant Patent Act, which covered plants that reproduce asexually (e.g., through clippings
or vines). It was followed by a broader Plant Variety Protection Act in 1970. Currently,
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plant breeders use both the variety and patent protections for genetically modified plant
organisms and genes (US Patent and Trademark Office 2004).

4. In October 2005, for example, the journal Science published the results of a study show-
ing that of the 23,688 human genes in the US public database, 4,382 (18.5 percent) were
claimed as intellectual property. The patents are held by 1,156 institutions or inventors,
and approximately 64 percent of these are private companies. Incyte, a California-based
drug company, holds the highest number, with its patents covering 2,000 human genes.

5. Gatekeeper patents cover a first discovery in a class of related discoveries. Such patents
can create serious obstacles for researchers because they are usually broad in scope and
can give the holder undue control over future research.

6. This is a term coined by the Rural Advancement Foundation International (now the ETC
Group) in 1993. For a variety of perspectives on indigenous knowledge and biopatenting,
see also ETC Group (2004a), Amani and Coombe (2005), Brown (2003), H. Cunningham
(1998), Faye (2004), and Spier (2001).

7. More stringent provisions are also being directed at farmers in Northern nations. In 2004,
for example, the Canadian Supreme Court ruled against Saskatchewan farmers Percy and
Louise Schmeiser by placing the burden on the farmer to prove that she or he is not in
infringement of a company's monopoly patent (ETC Group 2004b).

8. The ETC Group (2004a) provides a helpful overview of the goals of many in the genetic
commons movement who discern value in the benefits of the free sharing of genetic
materials versus their commercialization: "The issue is that the real 'benefit sharing'—to
the benefit of humankind—has been practiced for millennia by the 'biodiversity actors:'
[indigenous groups, pastoralists, farmers, etc.] All agriculture and health care systems
are based on their past and present contributions, which, in turn, have been based
on reciprocity, on free flows of exchange of resources and knowledge among peoples,
between communities, regions and across the world. The process is not comparable to a
commercial transaction. Rather, it is based on the collective and intergenerational nurtur-
ing and development of biodiversity. This is what has to be protected and maintained
along with peoples' social, economic, cultural and political rights. Protection is not about
paying fees as compensation, but about respecting and restoring the right to land, terri-
tory, resources, identity, and diversity and about ending the privatization and monopoly
of resources through (international patents] new technologies or other enclosures."

9. Religious groups are among the growing chorus speaking on behalf of a genetic com-
mons. In 1995, for example, under the auspices of the Foundation on Economic TYends,
a coalition of over 200 religious leaders—heads of Protestant churches, a hundred Roman
Catholic bishops, as well as Jewish, Muslim, Buddhist, and Hindu representatives-
declared their opposition to the granting of patents on human and animal genes, tissues,
organs, and organisms. According to Jeremy Rifkin, this was the largest gathering of US
religious leaders on a concern of mutual interest in the twentieth century. The leaders
noted that the patenting of life signaled the gravest challenge to the idea of divine cre-
ation in history. "Either life is God's creation or a human invention, but it can't be both,"
Rifkin (1998: 65-66) writes. "[T]he religious leaders ... are unanimous in their opposi-
tion to the patenting of the life forms and the parts themselves. They are keenly aware
of the profound consequences of shifting authorship from God to scientists and transna-
tional companies and are determined to hold the line against any attempt by 'man' to
stake his own claim as the prime mover and sovereign architect of life on Earth."
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